We are now Refinitiv, formerly the Financial and Risk business of Thomson Reuters. We’ve set a bold course for the future – both ours and yours – and are introducing our new brand to the world.

As our brand migration will be gradual, you will see traces of our past through documentation, videos, and digital platforms.

Thank you for joining us on our brand journey.
IFR: ESSENTIAL INTELLIGENCE FOR CAPITAL MARKETS PROFESSIONALS

Trusted by market participants for over 40 years, IFR delivers detailed coverage of primary markets issuance across asset classes, market commentary and analysis, plus deal and league table data.
INVESTMENT BANKING PROFESSIONALS AROUND THE WORLD RELY ON IFR’S DEEP INSIGHT INTO THE GLOBAL CAPITAL MARKETS

Thomson Reuters’ International Financing Review is the leading source of fixed income, capital markets and investment banking news and commentary. IFR’s team of market specialists report on capital raising across asset classes, from rumour through to market reception – in real-time, online, on mobile, in print – and on Thomson Reuters Eikon.

IFR’s special reports, roundtables and conferences provide expert thought leadership to a senior financial markets audience; IFR Awards are the industry’s most prestigious. Markets professionals worldwide rely on IFR’s combination of commentary, analysis, data and forecasting for intelligence they can act on.

IFRe.com gives you:
- The full content from IFR Magazine, going back to 1992
- Intra-day updates across asset classes
- Search archive, filterable by asset class, region, currency, and more
- Daily email wraps
- Deal databases for bonds, loans, equities and convertibles issuance
- Smartphone-friendly design for easy reading on the move.
IFRE.COM – ONLINE ACCESS TO IFR MAGAZINE AND MORE

Cross-asset class coverage of the global capital markets, updated daily - plus the full content from IFR Magazine updated every Friday. Visit ‘Top News’ for the key stories from across the markets; navigate deeper content by asset class and sub-sector.

DEALS DATABASE

Deals database for bonds, loans, equities and convertibles issuance, updated weekly. Filter by asset class, currency and sector; click through for detailed tear sheets; export to Microsoft Excel.
Access a digital replica of IFR’s print magazine, updated each Friday. Plus regular Special Reports and Roundtables, covering industry themes and trends.

**DIGITAL EDITION OF IFR MAGAZINE**

**KEY INDUSTRY LEAGUE TABLES**

Investment banking industry league tables - across asset classes and regions - updated weekly.

An IFR Magazine subscription includes regular special reports, roundtable supplements, plus the annual Review of the Year awards publication.

**IFR Magazine is published weekly and delivered to subscribers each Monday.**
Search IFR content back to 1992.
Filter your results by:
- Keyword
- Asset Class
- Country
- Currency
- Author
- Date
Sort by date or relevance.